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The Future of
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By Jean Norris, Ed.D., Norton|Norris, Inc.

B

eyond all of the reasons the
career college industry is being “forced”
to alter business practices, I’d like to
suggest even more changes. Yet the
changes I’m suggesting aren’t really
a choice either; that is, if we want to
successfully address the alignment of
our practices and processes to today’s
student. It’s really no surprise that
this technology savvy generation is
challenging the rules of recruitment. In
fact, non-profit colleges and universities
are struggling to connect with today’s
students, too. Let’s take a closer look at
this generation and a few ideas on how
we can adapt to reach more of them.
The first step is to realize what has
worked for the industry in terms of
admissions practices, and approaches
that don’t work as well anymore. Second
is the ability to do something different.
This concept is known as requisite
variety (Richardson, 2000). Sometimes
people recognize they’re not getting
the results they’ve been used to, but
oftentimes continue to do the same
thing. This is either because they have a
system in place that mandates a specific
approach, or they simply don’t have a
clue what else to do in place of it.

The person who has the ability to
recognize that admissions results
aren’t yielding the same outcomes
must have the courage to step up and
really examine what is happening from
various angles. It’s especially critical not
to settle on a single reason or accept
anecdotal evidence. Oftentimes we hear
things like, “The leads are bad,” or “It’s
our admissions reps; they don’t work
as hard as they did in the old days.”
Perhaps. But could it be something else?

The first step is to realize what
has worked for the industry in
terms of admissions practices,
and approaches that don’t
work as well anymore.
Let’s explore why common admissions
practices may not be working as well
as they once did, along with some
suggestions to add other approaches
to increase requisite variety.

Typical Admissions Practices
Let’s take a closer look at three
typical admissions practices.
Admissions Practice 1 – You have to
come on campus to get information.
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The belief behind this practice
typically is centered on the idea that a
prospective student couldn’t possibly
understand the value of what they’re
getting for their money without “kicking
the tires.”
Today’s Student:
According to Carter (2010), those
aged 14–32 are the most technologically
savvy generation yet. “Social media
Web sites such as
In Growing Up Digital (2008), Twitter, MySpace
and Facebook have
author Dan Tapscott claims
been incorporated
that today’s student is exposed into (their) daily
to 30,000 hours of digital
lifestyle. Online
information by the time they
research, online
reach their 20s.
price comparison
and social media
marketing play an important part
in (their) purchasing decisions.” In
Growing Up Digital (2008), author Dan
Tapscott claims that today’s student is
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exposed to 30,000 hours of digital
information by the time they reach
their 20s.
Predictions for this generation are
something we must adapt to as they
make their college decisions (to enroll
and to stay in school). In Future Minds:
How the Digital Age is Changing Our
Minds, Why This Matters and What We
Can Do About It (Watson, 2010), the term
“screenagers” is used to describe how
today’s teenagers (our future students)
are attached to screens. Think about it.
They awaken to an alarm on a cell
phone; check stories of the day on the
same phone; work on a computer at
school; and interact with friends and
video games via the Internet when they
get home. A study by Small and Vorgan
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American kids devote to media is
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Also, consider the growth in online
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continued to grow at rates “far in
excess of the total higher education
student population,” according to
the Sloan Consortium, which studies
online education trends (Tatu, 2011).
More than 5.6 million students were
taking at least one online course
during the fall 2009 semester. That’s an
increase of nearly one million students
since the previous year, and about four
million since 2002. My guess is many of
these students didn’t need to come on
campus to decide to enroll either.
These statistics suggest that more
and more students are interested in
learning via an online modality than
sitting in a classroom. Perhaps this
could be true for how they want to
consume information about your
school, too. In 2003, I was the vice
president of marketing and enrollment
management for a traditional university. We had some big budget cuts
and were struggling with how to
recruit students in our 100+ off-site
locations across the U.S. The methods
used up to that point were to fly our
admissions representatives all over
the country to present information
sessions. The belief was we had to
meet them face to face in order for
them to enroll. They say necessity is
the mother of invention, so we had to
rethink the entire process.
We offered prospective students the
option to speak with an admissions
rep over the phone. Our team of nine
admissions reps enrolled students
at all these locations at a program
tuition cost of over $40,000. And do
you know what? None of those prospects ever met the person on the
other end of the phone. It simply
wasn’t a requirement for them to see
the person, the classrooms or the
building. They were buying the relationship and reputation our trained
admissions reps shared virtually.
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Admissions Practice 2 – There is an
established, and singular, methodology
of how to move a prospective student
through the college enrollment process.
This practice further assumes
everyone presents to admissions in
the same stage.
Today’s Student:
Although the old and new buying
processes include the same steps of
awareness, research, shopping, interest
and purchase, today’s student may
move through much of this on their
own given their access to and reliance
on technology. Treating each and every
prospective student as if they are in the
beginning stages of a decision process,
when they may
actually be at a
I think students are really
different stage, will redefining how they conduct
only frustrate the
their college search process.
prospect since it is
– Lee Ann Afton, dean of
apparent their needs
admissions and financial aid
aren’t being met.
Sewanee: The University of
They may also feel a
the South (Tenn.)
sense of “being sold”
if the admissions rep doesn’t meet
them in their buying cycle stage.
Even traditional colleges and universities are seeing a rise in “stealth
applications” or prospective students
who apply with no known previous
interaction with the institution. In a
2011 University Business article, the
author shows evidence from colleges
across the country that students are
taking control of how they want to
experience the college selection
process. “I think students are really
redefining how they conduct their
college search process,” concludes
Sewanee’s Afton. “There is so much in
the media about college admissions,
and students are often bombarded with
publications and e-mails from colleges,
that stepping away from the traditional
approach is a way for them to have
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more control over the search. These
students are tuned in, but have chosen
to tune out many of our traditional
approaches. They are dealing with the
process on their terms.”
Admissions Practice 3 – Call your Internet
leads immediately to get them on campus.
The belief behind this practice is the
admissions representative that reaches
the prospective student first has the
best chance at enrolling them. It also is
assumed that the telephone is the best
method to reach an Internet lead.
Today’s Student:
Yes, this generation desires instant
response, yet they may also question
why the information wasn’t up on
your Web site to begin with, thereby
invoking a sense of distrust. Additionally, phone calls may be the preference of
the admissions rep, but today’s “screenager” tends to prefer dealing with a
machine over a human especially in
situations involving confrontation and
commitment (Watson).
This reality presents some interesting
obstacles for those with limited tools to
connect with Internet leads. Perhaps it’s
as simple as not taking such a big leap
initially (contact to show). Offering
prospective students alternative ways
of getting information other than
talking over the phone or coming on
campus can build trust and the start
of a meaningful relationship. If we do
this first, they may be more inclined to
show up to campus. The face-to-face
visit then becomes a custom experience based on where they are in their
decision cycle with special focus on tour,
testing and meeting with financial aid.

In Closing
As government oversight of career
colleges increases, it’s easy to focus
solely on being in compliance with
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rules and regulations. We mustn’t lose
sight of what has always made this
sector one to be envied, though—the
ability to identify emerging trends and
implement change quickly. Let’s not
forget, this technologically savvy
generation is dramatically different
from any other that’s come before. A
big opportunity lies in front of those
colleges who can adapt processes to
meet today’s students on their terms.
This article touches on a few admissions practices and yet there are so
many more. You now have the opportunity to keep dissecting current admissions practices to determine if they’re
working, and, based on that reality,
explore options to change or add new
skills to what you’re
currently doing. As
This generation desires instant
Richardson (2000)
response, yet they may also
notes, “the law of
question why the information
requisite variety
wasn’t up on your Web site to
states that in any
begin with, thereby invoking a
system, all other
things being equal, sense of distrust.
the individual with
the widest range of responses will
control the system. In plain terms, this
means that if you have more variety in
your behavior (and more tools) than
another person (or institution), then
you can control your interactions with
that person.” Yes, it’s hard to think
about anything else right now given the
political environment, however let’s not
let this opportunity pass us by either.
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